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UAVAbstract Describing spatial safety status is crucial for high-density air traffic involving multiple
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in a complex environment. A probabilistic approach is proposed
to measure safety situation in congested airspace. The occupancy distribution of the airspace is
represented with conflict probability between spatial positions and UAV. The concept of a safety
envelope related to flight performance and response time is presented first instead of the
conventional fixed-size protected zones around aircraft. Consequently, the conflict probability is
performance-dependent, and effects of various UAVs on safety can be distinguished. The uncer-
tainty of a UAV future position is explicitly accounted for as Brownian motion. An analytic
approximate algorithm for the conflict probability is developed to decrease the computational
consumption. The relationship between safety and flight performance are discussed for different
response times and prediction intervals. To illustrate the applications of the approach, an experi-
ment of three UAVs in formation flight is performed. In addition, an example of trajectory planning
is simulated for one UAV flying over airspace where five UAVs exist. The validation of the
approach shows its potential in guaranteeing flight safety in highly dynamic environment.
 2016 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and
Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
With increasing numbers of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
and expanded operations into complex mission scenarios,aviation safety is facing a new challenge caused by high-
density air traffic in limited airspace. Emergency rescue and for-
mation flying usually suffers in congested airspace. The same
problem is encountered by civil aviation when reducing flight
separation to improve transportation efficiency and increase
airspace capacity, and also by certain innovative techniques
under development, such as autonomous risk avoidance and
free flight. In order to accomplish complicatedmilitary missions
safely and effectively, coordinated formation flight (CFF) has
been investigated by many researchers. The increase of collision
risk among UAVs results in flight safety problems more serious
than ever.1 Fundamentally, an intuitive representation of air-
space safety and, especially its tendencies are crucial to solving
Fig. 1 Safety envelope of UAV A.
1356 J. Xiang et al.this issue. This leads to the requirement for timely and credible
constructs of safety in congested airspace.
The complexity of air traffic dense flight lies in environmen-
tal dynamics; therefore, the airspace situation varies dynami-
cally. There are often many maneuvers in low altitude flight,
especially for UAVs, and the highly dynamic motions result
in difficulty for risk assessment of flight routes. In civil aviation,
reliable risk assessment approaches for fixed routes have been
developed by Reich2–4 and Brooker.5 These methods employed
historical statistics to assess the long-term longitudinal, lateral
and vertical conflict risks. Assessing airspace complexity in a
mid-term horizon has recently attracted more research interest
since timely identification of dangerous encounters requiring
evasive maneuvers can lead to more efficient air traffic control
(ATC) system operations.6 Sridhar et al. describe airspace com-
plexity by the predicted dynamic density.7 Prandini et al. pre-
sent an analytic model of air traffic complexity in three
dimensional airspace.8 Due to the presence of flight errors,
approaches to evaluate conflict probability involve predicting
future aircraft trajectories and computing the probability that
two aircraft get closer than a minimum required separation
based on these trajectories.9–13 Usual methods focus on mid-
term conflict prediction via the geometric analysis of aircraft
relative position. The Monte Carlo approach is a popular
method for conflict resolution in the presence of uncertainty
in aircraft dynamics,14–16 though it takes a great amount of
computation. Nevertheless, these methods are a posteriori
and not appropriate for dynamic and congested airspace. In
this work, the occupancy distribution of the airspace, which
is represented with conflict probability between spatial posi-
tions and UAVs, is proposed as the determinant of airspace
safety. In this way, one can have explicit awareness about air-
space congestion for a predicted time interval.
In maneuvering flight, aircraft need to frequently perform
conflict prediction and resolution; at present, flight routes
are varied, and separation minima is difficult to maintain. In
conflict prediction, aircraft may encounter intruders from
any direction, thus the minimal safe separation is replaced
by a protected zone around aircraft (the REICH model is actu-
ally a cuboid protected zone). Due to the different kinetic char-
acteristics and flight performance between various types of
aircraft, the prescribed protected zone for conflict prediction
should relate to aircraft performance. Some research methods,
such as the computation of reachable sets, have been devel-
oped for this issue. The mathematical formulation of protected
zones is generally related to the reachability analysis of aircraft
dynamic systems. The analysis attempts to divide the airspace
into two parts: those that are reachable from the initial condi-
tions and those that are not. Recently, some contributions
have dealt with the mathematical description of reachable sets
and their numerical computation.17–21 Considering that the
encounter model is key for assessing conflict probability, we
present the safety envelope as the protected zone that should
not be penetrated by intruders. It indicates the maximum
range that a UAV could reach in a specified response time,
then relates the UAV performance to conflict probability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
the definitions of UAV safety envelope and airspace safety
are introduced; a probabilistic approach for the measure of
airspace safety is presented. In Section 3, we analyze the effect
of UAV flight performance on conflict probability and con-
struct the airspace safety field. In Section 4, two applicationsbased on airspace safety are presented. In Section 5, conclu-
sions are drawn.
2. Airspace safety
2.1. UAV safety envelope model
The safety envelope is used to characterize the space range that
a UAV can reach in a certain time frame. It is an enclosed space
determined by UAV flight performance and prescribed time
frame. In Fig. 1, the six axes a, b, c, d, e, f represent the maxi-
mum range that UAVA is able to reach in each direction during
the time frame ½0; s. The safety envelope EðXAÞ is composed of
eight different one-eighth ellipsoids. The axes e and f are equal
due to the bilateral symmetry of UAV flight performance.
However, axes a, b, c and d are different. The specified response
time is denoted as s, andVf,Vb,Va,Vd,Vl are themaximum for-
ward velocity, the maximum backward velocity, the maximum
vertical ascending velocity, the maximum vertical descending
velocity and the maximum horizontal lateral velocity of a
UAV, respectively. Hence, we have the maximum range in each
direction
a ¼ Vf  s
b ¼ Vb  s
c ¼ Va  s
d ¼ Vd  s
e ¼ f ¼ Vl  s
8>>><
>>>:
ð1Þ
In the inertia coordinate system O-xyz (see Fig. 1), for
UAV A whose position is XA ¼ ½xA; yA; zAT, we define the
safety envelope EðXAÞ as the region centered at XA
EðXAÞ ¼
X2R3jðXXAÞTM1ðXXAÞ6 1 xP xA; zP zA
X2R3jðXXAÞTM2ðXXAÞ6 1 xP xA; z< zA
X2R3jðXXAÞTM3ðXXAÞ6 1 x< xA; zP zA
X2R3jðXXAÞTM4ðXXAÞ6 1 x< xA; z< zA
8>>><
>>>:
ð2Þ
where Mi 2 R33 ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ is a diagonal matrix given by
M1 ¼ diag 1a2 ; 1e2 ; 1c2
 
M2 ¼ diag 1a2 ; 1e2 ; 1d2
 
M3 ¼ diag 1b2 ; 1e2 ; 1c2
 
M4 ¼ diag 1b2 ; 1e2 ; 1d2
 
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð3Þ
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M ¼
M1 xP xA; zP zA
M2 xP xA; z < zA
M3 x < x
A; zP zA
M4 x < x
A; z < zA
8>><
>>:
ð4Þ
Thus, we can rewrite EðXAÞ as
EðXAÞ ¼ X 2 R3 ðX XAÞTMðX XAÞ 6 1
n o ð5Þ
The safety envelope provides maneuvering space for a
UAV. In other words, a UAV can perform any maneuver in
the safety envelope during the time frame ½0; s without
worrying about conflicts with other aircraft. Obviously, the
shape of the safety envelope depends on the five velocities that
represent UAV flight performance. The parameter s controls
the size of the safety envelope.
2.2. Flight state propagation
Measuring airspace safety involves the estimation of conflict
probability, which is only as reliable as the ability of UAV
motion model to predict the future. The key to modeling lies
in how current UAV states are projected into the future. In
the proposed model, future UAV position depends on two ele-
ments: the nominal trajectory and uncertainties. Usually,
uncertainties are modeled to describe potential variations in
the nominal trajectory of a UAV (see Fig. 2).
Suppose UAV A is flying along a nominal trajectory with a
velocity profile vA in the three-dimensional airspace S  R3
during the time horizon ½0; t. XA0 represents UAV initial
position at time t= 0 s. The UVA’s future position is not
known precisely due to uncertainty. However, in practice,
the prediction error can be modeled through a Gaussian ran-
dom perturbation whose variance increases both linearly with
time t and faster along-track than in the cross-track direc-
tions.7 The UAV predicted position XAðtÞ 2 R3 at time t is
then formulated by
XAðtÞ ¼ XA0 þ
Z t
0
vAðsÞdsþ wAðtÞ tP 0 s ð6Þ
where wAðtÞ ¼ QAðtÞRABAðtÞ, with BAðtÞ a standard three-
dimensional Brownian motion starting from the origin whose
variance is given by the matrix QAðtÞRA 2 R33.Fig. 2 Future position of a UAV, accounting for uncertainty.In detail, RA ¼ diagðrA1 ; rA2 ; rA3 Þ is a diagonal matrix whose
entries rA1 , r
A
2 and r
A
3 are the variance growth rates of the per-
turbation in the along-track and the two cross-track directions.
They comply with the relation rA1 P r
A
2 ¼ rA3 > 0.
QAðtÞ ¼ ½qA1 ðtÞ; qA2 ðtÞ; qA3 ðtÞ 2 R33 is an orthogonal matrix
whose first column qA1 ðtÞ is set as qA1 ðtÞ ¼ vA=kvAk. Analogous
models have been proposed in Refs.9,11,22 for predicting future
aircraft position over tens of minutes.
2.3. Measure of airspace safety
The safety envelope specifies the protected zone of a UAV. If
other UAVs enter the safety envelope during the flight time
interval ½t0; t0 þ Dt, a conflict is considered to have occurred.
Similarly, we define the event in which a space point X is in
conflict with UAV A as point X entering the safety envelope
of UAV A during the time interval ½t0; t0 þ Dt. The conflict
probability is denoted as
pAðXÞ ¼ PfX 2 EðXAÞ t 2 ½t0; t0 þ Dtj g ð7Þ
Assuming multiple UAVs Ai ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NÞ are flying in
the same airspace, the safety of the space point X is denoted
as s(X). This is the probability that point X is in conflict with
at least one UAV during the time interval ½t0; t0 þ Dt. It also
means that point X enters at least one UAV safety envelope.
Then we have
sðXÞ ¼
[N
i¼1
PðX 2 EðXAiÞ t 2 ½t0; t0 þ Dtj Þ ð8Þ
Note that s(X) = 0 means space point X will not be inside
any of the existing UAV safety envelopes during the time inter-
val ½t0; t0 þ Dt. In addition, s(X) = 1 signifies that space point
X will enter at least one safety envelope of these UAVs during
the time interval ½t0; t0 þ Dt. s(X) indicates the degree of
danger for space point X. When s(X) exceeds the specified
threshold, point X is considered to be dangerous for new
UAVs to enter during the time interval ½t0; t0 þ Dt.
The probability that space point X enters the safety
envelope of UAV Ai during the time interval ½t0; t0 þ Dt is
denoted as pAiðXÞ. Assuming the Brownian motion affecting
the future positions of these UAVs are independent, the safety
situation s(X) satisfies
sðXÞ ¼ 1
YN
i¼1
ð1 pAiðXÞÞ ð9Þ
The problem of evaluating safety is reduced to that of estimat-
ing the conflict probability pAiðXÞ.
2.4. Analysis of conflict probability
Generally, approaches to the calculation of pAiðXÞ take a great
amount of computation. The computing time grows exponen-
tially with the increase in the number of aircraft.7 Now we will
examine an approximate analytical model for the probability
pAiðXÞ, dropping the subscript of Ai in the following equations
for ease of notation.
The probability pAðXÞ considers the event where space
point X enters the safety envelope EðXAÞ centered at XA with
a constant velocity vA and perturbation wAðtÞ during the time
interval ½t0; t0 þ Dt (see Fig. 3). From the perspective of rela-
Fig. 3 Probability that X enters EðXAÞ: PfX 2 EðXAÞ t 2j
½t0; t0 þ Dt:g.
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the perturbation wAðtÞ, then the safety envelope centered at X
should move at a constant velocity vA contrary to UAV A
(see Fig. 4). Hence, EðXAÞ and EðXÞ have equal size but
different centers. From Eq. (7), we have
pAðXÞ ¼ PfX 2 EðXAÞ t 2 ½t0; t0 þ Dtj g
¼ PfXA 2 EðXÞ t 2 ½t0; t0 þ Dtj g ð10Þ
With the assumption that UAV A is moving along a
straight line of nominal trajectory with constant velocity, Eq.
(6) can be rewritten as
XAðtÞ ¼ XA0 þ vAtþ wAðtÞ tP 0 s ð11Þ
The relative position DXðtÞ ¼ X XAðtÞ of UAV A with
respect to the point X is given by
DXðtÞ ¼ X XA0  vAt wAðtÞ ð12Þ
Denote DX0 ¼ X XA0 and Dv ¼ vA, Eq. (12) becomes
DXðtÞ ¼ DX0 þ Dvt wAðtÞ ð13Þ
From Eq. (13), we can consider the motion of UAV A as
consisting only of the perturbation wAðtÞ and the motion of
space point X as determined by constant velocity Dv starting
from DX0. Then, pAðXÞ is transformed as the probability that
the perturbation wAðtÞ hits the safety envelope whose center is
moving at a constant velocity for some t 2 ½t0; t0 þ Dt:
PfwAðtÞ 2 EðDX0 þ DvtÞjt 2 ½t0; t0 þ Dtg ð14Þ
Furthermore, wAðtÞ can be transformed to a standard
three-dimensional Brownian motion by the following process.Fig. 4 Probability that XA enters EðXÞ: PfXA 2 EðXÞ t 2j
½t0; t0 þ Dt:g.Define the matrix F ¼ QARA, and the vector u ¼ F1Dv.
Construct an orthogonal matrix P ¼ ½p1; p2; p3 2 R33 with
p1 ¼ u=kuk, then align the first column of P with u. Its
inverse P1 ¼ PT represents a rotation that makes the
u=kuk direction coincide with the first coordinate axis
direction:
P1
u
kuk ¼ Z1 :¼ ½1; 0; 0
T ð15Þ
Using transformation DZðtÞ ¼ P1F1DXðtÞ, we transform
Eq. (13) into
DZðtÞ ¼ rþ kt B^ðtÞ ð16Þ
where B^ðtÞ ¼ P1BðtÞ is still a standard Brownian motion
starting from the origin (rotation of a Brownian motion
remains a Brownian motion), and r 2 R3, k 2 R3 are defined
by
r ¼ P1F1DX0
k ¼ P1F1Dv ¼ P1u ¼ kukZ1
(
ð17Þ
From Eq. (16), we take pAðXÞ as the probability that the
standard Brownian motion B^ðtÞ starting from the origin hits
a moving safety envelope E^ðZÞ obtained by transforming
EðDX0 þ DvtÞ in the new coordinate system.
pAðXÞ ¼ PðB^ðtÞ 2 E^ðZÞ t 2 ½t0; t0 þ Dtj Þ ð18Þ
where
E^ðZÞ ¼
n
Z 2 R3 ½Z ðrþ ktÞTPTFTMFP½Z ðrþ ktÞ 6 1
 o
ð19Þ
The center of E^ðZÞ is moving at the constant velocity k starting
from the position r. From the construction of matrix P, the
velocity k is directed along the negative z1 axis (see Fig. 5).
Now the problem of evaluating pAðXÞ is transformed into a
calculation of the probability that the Brownian motion B^ðtÞ
enters the region E^ðZÞ during the time interval ½t0; t0 þ Dt.
The probability density function of the three-dimensional
standard Brownian motion B^ðtÞ is
fðz1; z2; z3; tÞ ¼ 1ð2ptÞ32
e
z2
1
þz2
2
þz2
3
2t ð20Þ
The conflict probability is the integral of the probability
density function in the safety envelope E^ðZÞ.
pAðXÞ ¼
Z t0þDt
t0
ZZZ
E^ðZÞ
fðz1; z2; z3; tÞdz1 dz2 dz3 dt ð21Þ
Usually, E^ðZÞ is an irregular region that results in difficulty
calculating the integral Eq. (21). In order to simplify the com-
putation, we use an approximation that replaces the integral
domain E^ðZÞ with an equivalent sphere of radius req. An
appropriate req will make the sphere and the region E^ðZÞ have
the same volume.
Since the safety envelope is composed of four different
quarter ellipsoids, the volume of E^ðZÞ is calculated by
VðE^ðZÞÞ ¼ 1
4
4pace
3
þ 4pade
3
þ 4pbce
3
þ 4pbde
3
 
ð22Þ
Fig. 5 Transformed coordinates. Fig. 6 Region E^ðZÞ replaced by an equivalent sphere with radius
req.
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req ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3VðE^ðZÞÞ
4p
3
s
ð23Þ
Substituting Eqs. (1) and (22) into Eq. (23), we have
req ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
VlðVfVa þ VfVd þ VbVa þ VbVdÞ
4
3
r
 s ð24Þ
With the approximation of an equivalent sphere, the matrixM
in Eq. (5) becomes
M ¼ diag 1
r2eq
;
1
r2eq
;
1
r2eq
 !
ð25Þ
Substituting this expression into Eq. (19), we have
E^ðZÞ ¼ fZ 2 R3 kZ ðrþ ktÞk 6 req
 g ð26Þ
in the new coordinates (see Fig. 6).
The center of E^ðZÞ is moving at the constant velocity k
starting from position r along the negative z1 axis direction.
An analytical approximation is then presented for the proba-
bility in Eq. (18). pz is defined as the plane that passes through
the center Z ¼ rþ kt of the sphere E^ðZÞ at some time instant
t 2 ½t0; t0 þ Dt. Let pz be orthogonal to the velocity k, then pz
divides the sphere E^ðZÞ into two equal parts. Projecting E^ðZÞ
onto the plane pz, we obtain a circle Ez with the radius req.
Define Sz as the minimum bounding square containing the
projection circle Ez and Sz has a side length of 2req.
From the previous discussion, we define pAðXÞ as the prob-
ability that space point X enters the safety envelope EðXAÞ
within ½t0; t0 þ Dt, which is transformed as the probability that
the Brownian motion B^ðtÞ starting from the origin hits the
sphere E^ðZÞ whose center moves in the negative z1 axis direc-
tion starting from r at time t= 0 s. A conflict occurs if and
only if B^ðtÞ ever wanders into the moving sphere. Since it is
difficult to get an analytical expression of such a probability,
we approximate it by the probability of the event that, when
B^ðtÞ first hits the moving plane pz, the impact point is located
inside the minimum bounding square Sz.
Usually the velocity k of the sphere E^ðZÞ is much larger
than the variance growth rate of the Brownian motion B^ðtÞ,
therefore only the dimension of the sphere perpendicular to
k is relevant for the event mentioned above. A similar approx-imation was used to handle the problem in a two-dimensional
case.11 A formal discussion of the approximation error was
reported.23 Using the minimum bounding square Sz in place
of the projected circle Ez to calculate the probability p
AðXÞ
contributes to an over approximation and, at the same time,
an over estimation of sðXÞ.
Define k :¼ infftP 0 s B^ðtÞ 2 pz
 g as the first time that the
Brownian motion B^ðtÞ hits the moving plane pz. Due to the
three coordinates of B^ðtÞ being independent one-dimensional
Brownian motion, k depends only on the first component
B^1ðtÞ of B^ðtÞ. Specifically, k is the first time that the one-
dimensional Brownian motion B^1ðtÞ starting from the origin
hits a point Z1ðtÞ 2 R, which depends on the equation
Z1ðtÞ ¼ r1  kukt where r1 is the first component of r 2 R3.
In the new coordinate system, a negative r1 < 0 indicates
that aircraft A is moving away from the space point X. That
leads to a zero probability of X entering EðXAÞ. When
r1 < 0, we set p
AðXÞ ¼ 0.
When r1 P 0, the probability distribution of k is character-
ized by the probability density function23
pkðtÞ ¼
r1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pt3
p eðr1kuktÞ
2
2t tP 0 s ð27Þ
for any time TP 0 s,
Z T
0
pkðtÞdt¼ 1U
r1 kukTﬃﬃﬃ
T
p
 
þ e2r1kuk 1U r1 þkukTﬃﬃﬃ
T
p
 
 
ð28Þ
Z T
0
tpkðtÞdt ¼
r1
kuk 1 U
r1  kukTﬃﬃﬃ
T
p
 
 e2r1kuk 1 U r1 þ kukTﬃﬃﬃ
T
p
 
 
ð29Þ
where UðxÞ ¼ R x1 1ﬃﬃﬃ2pp et22 dt is the Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of a standard normal distribution. We have
the relation UðxÞ ¼ 1
2
1þ erf xﬃﬃ
2
p
  
(erfðxÞ is the error func-
tion, erfðxÞ ¼ 2ﬃﬃpp R x0 et2 dt). The time instant Th 2 ½t0; t0 þ Dt
is the expected time that the Brownian motion B^ðtÞ hits the
plane pz. It is obtained by
Fig. 7 Variations of req with UAV flight performance.
Fig. 8 Variations of req with response time s.
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R t0þDt
t0
tpkðtÞdtR t0þDt
t0
pkðtÞdt
¼
R t0þDt
0
tpkðtÞdt
R t0
0
tpkðtÞdtR t0þDt
0
pkðtÞdt
R t0
0
pkðtÞdt
ð30Þ
The projection of the Brownian motion B^ðtÞ at the impact
time k on the plane pz is denoted as B^projðkÞ 2 R22. When
k ¼ Th, the distribution of B^projðkÞ 2 R22 is a two-
dimensional Gaussian random variable with zero mean and
covariance ThI2. The probability density function of B^projðkÞ is
fðx; yÞ ¼ 1
2pTh
e
x2þy22Th ð31Þ
At time k ¼ Th, the probability that B^projðkÞ is located
inside the minimum bounding square Sz is calculated as
pðThÞ ¼ PðB^projðkÞ 2 Sz k ¼ Thj Þ ¼
ZZ
Sz
fðx; yÞdxdy ð32Þ
Defining l ¼ rþ kTh ¼ ½l1; l2; l3T, then the minimum bounding
square is obtained by
Sz ¼ fðx; yÞ 2 R2j x l2j j 6 req; y l3j j 6 reqg ð33Þ
From Eqs. (31)–(33), we have
pðThÞ ¼ 1
2pTh
Z
xl2j j6req
e
 x22Th dx
Z
yl2j j6req
e
 y22Th dy
¼ 1
4
erfðl2 þ reqÞ  erfðl2  reqÞ
 
 erfðl3 þ reqÞ  erfðl3  reqÞ
  ð34Þ
Finally, an approximated expression for pAðXÞ can be written
as
pAðXÞ ¼
Z t0þDt
t0
PðB^projðkÞ 2 Sz k ¼ Thj ÞpkðtÞdt
¼ pðThÞ
Z t0þDt
t0
pkðtÞdt ð35ÞFig. 9 Variations of conflict probability with UAV flight
performance.
Fig. 10 Variations of conflict probability with response time s.3. Airspace safety field
3.1. Effect of UAV flight performance on conflict probability
From the previous analysis, the safety envelope represents the
safe separation requirement between UAVs. As a result of the
approximation where we replace the safety envelope E^ðZÞ with
an equivalent sphere in Eq. (21), the equivalent radius req can
be considered to characterize the safe separation requirement.
Reviewing Eq. (24) in Section 2.3,
req ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
VlðVfVa þ VfVd þ VbVa þ VbVdÞ
4
3
r
 s
This is rewritten as
req ¼ fðVÞ  s ð36Þ
where V ¼ ½Vf;Vb;Va;Vd;VlT is the state vector of UAV flight
performance. For example, consider UAV A moves at a veloc-
ity vA ¼ ½5; 0; 0T km=min from XA ¼ ½20; 40; 0T km in the
time frame ½t0; t0 þ Dt ¼ ½0; 10 min. The UAV’s maximum
flight velocities are given as follows: Vf ¼ 5 km=min,
Vb ¼ 2 km=min, Va ¼ 0:9 km=min, Vd ¼ 1:5 km=min,
Fig. 11 Airspace safety field in the horizontal plane with response time s ¼ 1 min.
Fig. 12 Airspace safety field in horizontal plane with response time s ¼ 0:5 min.
Fig. 13 UAV conflict resolution in horizontal plane.
Flight safety measurements of UAVs in congested airspace 1361Vl ¼ 3 km=min; the response time is given as s ¼ 60 s. Then
we have the reference state V ¼ ½Vf ;Vb;Va;Vd;Vl T and the
reference req ¼ 2:33 km. Around the reference state, the
effect of the maximum forward velocity Vf on req can be for-
mulated as
req ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Vl ½ðVa þ VdÞVf þ VbVa þ VbVd
4
3
r
 s ð37Þ
In this way, the similar relations between req and
Vb;Va;Vd;Vl; s can be derived.
In Fig. 7, req grows when maximum flight velocity increases
in any direction, although the growth rates are different. Fig. 8
shows req performing a linear growth with response time.
Using first order approximation of Taylor expansion to
expand Eq. (37) around the reference state V ¼
½Vf ;Vb;Va;Vd;Vl T and s ¼ 60 s, we have
req ¼ req þ
@req
@Vf

V ;s
 DVf þ @req
@Vb

V ;s
 DVb þ @req
@Va

V ;s
 DVa
þ @req
@Vd

V ;s
 DVd þ @req
@Vl

V ;s
 DVl þ @req
@s

V ;s
 Ds
ð38Þ
Define DVi ¼ Vi  Vi ði ¼ f; b; a; d; lÞ, Ds ¼ s s, and
Dreq ¼ req  req. Substituting the reference state into Eq. (38),
we have
Dreq ¼ 0:11DVf þ 0:11DVb þ 0:32DVa þ 0:32DVd
þ 0:26DVl þ 2:33Ds ð39ÞBecause of the bilateral symmetry of UAV flight performance,
req has the same variation rate in the plane of symmetry, such
that
@req
@Vf

V ;s
¼ @req
@Vb

V ;s
¼ 0:11
But, they are different in the plane of asymmetry. Generally,
the velocities of a UAV in the horizontal plane are faster than
those in the vertical plane. req is more sensitive to changes in
vertical velocity. Hence,
@req
@Va

V ;s
>
@req
@Vf

V ;s
;
@req
@Va

V ;s
>
@req
@Vl

V ;s
Fig. 14 Experiment site.
Fig. 15 Trajectories of three UAVs.
1362 J. Xiang et al.In order to analyze the effect of UAV flight performance
on conflict probability, considering a space point
X ¼ ½55; 35; 0T km, we obtain the conflict probability between
UAV A and point X (see Fig. 9).
Apparently, the conflict probability increases with maxi-
mum flight velocity in each direction. This is because the
increase of maximum flight velocity enlarges the integral
domain when calculating the conflict probability.
From Eq. (36), req is of a linear growth rate with the
response time s around the reference state V. The conflict
probability also significantly increases with the response time
s. When s ¼ 3 min, the safety envelope grows to three times
that which would result in a certain conflict between UAV A
and point X. The conflict probability pAðXÞ  1:0 (see Fig. 10).
Taking the effect of UAV flight performance into consider-
ation when determining safe separation will improve the uti-
lization efficiency of airspace. According to Eq. (36), the
safety envelope is variable for different UAVs and different
response times.
3.2. Construction of airspace safety field
Supposing there are nUAVs existing in the airspace, we obtain
the measure of airspace safety
sðXÞ ¼ fðn; t0;Dt;X;Xi0; vi;
Xi
;Vif;V
i
b;V
i
a;V
i
d;V
i
l; s
iÞ
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n ð40Þ
If the parameters mentioned above are obtained, sðXÞ is
determined. The increase of Vf, Vb, Va, Vd, Vl and s will result
in a larger safety envelope and also a larger integral domain
when computing the conflict probability pAðXÞ. In Eq. (8),
sðXÞ is obviously an increasing function of pAðXÞ. If X varies
over S, an airspace safety field can be constructed. Discretizing
airspace S by using a uniform gridding of step size q > 0 along
all axes, one can evaluate sðXÞ across S. The following exam-
ples are for illustration.
Fig. 11(a)–(c) are the airspace safety fields in the horizontal
plane during different time frames Ttf. In the simulation, two
UAVs move in the horizontal plane at the same constant
velocity v ¼ 4 km=min. They also have the same flight perfor-
mance, with the maximum velocities given in Section 3.1. One
UAV moves to east while the other moves northwest (the white
dots and arrows denote the positions and directions of UAVs).
Models of the safety field during three time frames ½0; 5 min,
½5; 10 min and ½0; 10 min are shown. In Fig. 11, the red areas
indicate the occupied region of a certain existing UAV, hence
new entered UAVs should avoid passing through this area
within the time frame Ttf. The blue area represents the free
region of no existing UAVs. An intermediate color between
red and blue signifies the degree of danger according to the
magnitude of probability. In Fig. 12, the response time is half
of that in Fig. 11, with a corresponding halving in size of the
safety envelope. A smaller safety envelope means a smaller
protected zone to avoid being penetrated. Therefore, the con-
gested area of high conflict risk in Fig. 12 is less than that of
Fig. 11. This is apparently observed in the airspace safety field.
The airspace safety field clearly shows the occupancy distri-
bution of airspace. Constructing the safety fields for different
consecutive time intervals can predict when UAVs enter and
leave a certain zone in the airspace. This information can beused for detecting congested areas within time-space coordi-
nates. The availability of airspace safety field can support
UAV conflict resolution and trajectory planning.
4. Applications of airspace safety fields
4.1. Conflict resolution
The airspace safety field is composed of the conflict probability
in each discrete point after the airspace was discretized. When
airspace safety conditions around a UAV in the future time
interval ½0; t is obtained, UAV conflict resolution can be per-
formed. Usually, there are four kinds of maneuvering for
UAV flight conflicts: left turn or right turn in the horizontal
plane and climbing or descending in vertical plane. In
Fig. 16 Variations of safety fields in formation flight.
Flight safety measurements of UAVs in congested airspace 1363Fig. 13, take the safety of the horizontal plane as an example.
Suppose a UAV is flying at a constant velocity, and X ¼ ½x; yT
is the UAV’s current position. i ¼ minf~x 2 Z ~xP xj g,
j ¼ minf~y 2 Z ~yP yj g, Z is the set of integers. The conflict
probability pðXi;jÞ indicates the safety of point Xi;j and can
be calculated by Eq. (35). Denote Sforward as the unit area in
front of the UAV. Similarly, Sleft is the front-left unit area of
the UAV and Sright is the front-right unit area of the UAV(see Fig. 13). If pðSforwardÞ is the conflict probability of the unit
area in front of the UAV, we have
pðSforwardÞ ¼ 1
4
pðXi1;jÞ þ pðXi;jÞ þ pðXi1;jþ1Þ
 þpðXi;jþ1Þ ð41Þ
In the same way, we have
pðSleftÞ ¼ 1
4
pðXi2;jÞþ pðXi1;jÞþ pðXi2;jþ1Þ
 þpðXi1;jþ1Þ ð42Þ
Fig. 17 Nominal trajectories and velocities of five UAVs.
Table 1 Parameters used in example.
Parameter Value
rA1 ðkm ðminÞ1=2Þ 0.2
rA2 ðkm ðminÞ1=2Þ 0.1
rA3 ðkm ðminÞ1=2Þ 0.1
Vf ðkm=minÞ 5
Vb ðkm=minÞ 2
Va ðkm=minÞ 0.9
Vd ðkm=minÞ 1.5
Vl ðkm=minÞ 3
s (s) 60
1364 J. Xiang et al.pðSrightÞ ¼ 1
4
pðXi;jÞ þ pðXiþ1;jÞ þ pðXi;jþ1Þ
 þpðXiþ1;jþ1Þ ð43Þ
Define p0 as the threshold of conflict probability. If
pðSforwardÞ < p0, the UAV maintains forward flight. If
pðSforwardÞP p0, a conflict alert is given. Comparing pðSleftÞ
and pðSrightÞ, if pðSleftÞ < pðSrightÞ, the UAV changes heading
and performs a left-turn maneuver, otherwise it performs a
right-turn maneuver.
The same principle applies in a three-dimensional case.
Define Sabove as the front-above unit area of the UAV and
Sbelow as the front-below unit area of the UAV. When a conflict
occurs, maneuvering in horizontal plane is considered prefer-
able. If pðSforwardÞP p0, pðSleftÞP p0 and pðSrightÞP p0, it
means the conflict cannot be solved in the horizontal plane.
Comparing pðSaboveÞ and pðSbelowÞ, if pðSaboveÞ < pðSbelowÞ, the
UAV performs a climbing maneuver, otherwise it performs a
descending maneuver.
To illustrate the validity of airspace safety construction and
the conflict resolution method, an experiment of UAV forma-
tion flying with obstacle avoidance is performed. Since power
lines and towers are some of the most dangerous obstacles in
low altitude airspace, a dried-up riverbed is chosen as the
experiment site. We constructed three artificial poles in a trian-
gle and joined the three peaks with power lines to simulate
obstacles (see Fig. 14).
Fig. 15 shows the trajectories that UAVs use to avoid the
artificial obstacle. Three UAVs fly from east to west in the hor-
izontal plane with the altitude H= 15 m. The red area in the
center of Fig. 18 indicates the addition of the artificial poles
into the safety field.
Fig. 16 illustrates the variations of safety fields in formation
flight. UAVs take off at time t= 0 s. Five different moments
at 5, 17, 25, 30 and 38 s are chosen to determine the safety field.
The time variants and tendencies of the safety field can easily
be observed. The heading changes made by UAVs when per-
forming conflict resolution can also be observed.T (min) 15
vB ðkm=minÞ [0, 10, 0]T
X0 (km) [50, 0, H]
T
XD (km) [50, 100, H]
T
m 994.2. Trajectory planning
Consider that UAV B enters the airspace region S where other
UAVs are flying. UAV B starts from the entry point at time 0 s
to the destination before time T at a constant velocity. The pre-
determined trajectory of UAV B is a straight line. However, as
a result of the presence of other UAVs, this trajectory is not
ensured to be of low conflict risk. UAV B can pick a fixed
number m of direction changes at specified points in time
0 < t1 < t2 < 	 	 	 < tm < t.
The problem of finding an optimal trajectory that mini-
mizes the sum of the total flight time and the conflict risk along
its current trajectory is formulated as
J ¼ min Tn þ g
R z
0
sðXÞdX 
s:t: Tn ¼ dnkvBk ; t 2 ½t0; t0 þ Dt
ð44Þ
where J is a weighted sum of the total flight time Tn and the
conflict risk along its trajectory; z is the trajectory of UAV
B; dn is the total distance of the trajectory; v
B is the velocity
of UAV B and g is the weight coefficient. The first term of cost
function J shows the economic requirement that UAV B needs
to fly through the airspace as quickly as possible. The secondterm represents the safety requirement that the conflict risk
along the trajectory must be as low as possible.
In the computation of sðXÞ, the trajectory is discretized by
m waypoints. Therefore, the sum of the conflict risk of the
waypoints p1; p2; . . . ; pm is taken as a measure of the conflict
risk along its trajectory. The cost function J reduces to
J ¼ min Tn þ g
Xm
i¼1
sðpiÞ
( )
ð45Þ
This problem can be easily solved by the sequential quadra-
tic programming (SQP) method, which has proven highly
effective for solving constrained optimization problems with
smooth nonlinear functions in the objectives and constraints.24
In this example, the predetermined straight trajectory is taken
as the initial condition for the solution. Because the velocity of
UAV B is constant, a smaller gmeans the less deviation of pre-
determined trajectory and less flight time. A bigger g con-
tributes a greater priority to the low conflict risk requirement
and leads to a less conflict-prone trajectory for safety.
Fig. 18 Safety field and optimal trajectories in horizontal plane.
Fig. 19 Length of optimal trajectory of 0, 5 and 10 km high
planes.
Flight safety measurements of UAVs in congested airspace 1365Supposing that five UAVs are moving in a three-
dimensional airspace region and each UAV is flying at con-
stant velocity along a straight line during the time interval T.
The nominal trajectories of UAVs are shown in Fig. 17.
The uncertainty that affects UAV future positions is char-
acterized by rA1 , r
A
2 and r
A
3 . The number of waypoints is taken
as m= 99 (the start point and the end point are not included).
UAV B has to fly through the airspace region in 15 min at a
constant velocity. The entry point and destination point of
UAV B are X0 and XD. UAV B can change its direction only
on the horizontal plane. All the parameters used in the exam-
ple are given in Table 1.
Fig. 18(a) shows the airspace safety field and optimal trajec-
tory ofUAVB on the horizontal plane ofH= 0 kmhigh.When
UAV B needs to go through the airspace region as soon as pos-
sible, trajectory 1 will be optimal, but this trajectory is at risk for
conflict with other UAVs. In contrast, trajectory 2 is more safe,
although it takes more time. However, there is a tradeoff
between efficiency and safety that depends on the choice of
appropriate weight coefficient g. Fig. 18(b) and (c) show the
cases of H= 5 km high and H= 10 km high, respectively.
Fig. 19 shows that the length of all three optimal trajecto-
ries increase when the weight coefficient g grows. Obviously,
the higher g denotes greater safety requirements and leads to
a longer trajectory. UAVs need to avoid approaching the con-
gested regions of high conflict risk, which results in more devi-
ation in predetermined trajectory.
5. Conclusions
(1) The safety envelope is a variable-size protected zone for
different UAVs. In a predetermined response time, the
conflict probability increases with the maximum flight
velocity of UAV in each direction.
(2) Based on the uncertainty of UAV positions in the future,
a probabilistic approach is presented to evaluate the
conflict probability between a space point and
the UAV safety envelope in a mid-term horizon. With
the assumption of equivalent spheres, an analytical
approximation of the conflict probability is derived.
(3) The airspace safety field is constructed to indicate the
occupancy distribution of airspace. This information
can be used for UAV conflict resolution and trajectory
planning of newly entering UAVs.
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